‘ Ah sure he’ll be grand’

Holly Kirby is currently completing her Professional
Masters of Education at NCAD, shortly after graduating
from her Bachelor of Arts (Honors) in Fine Art in
2019. Specialising in Sculpture, her practice has now
merged both visual art and education together. After
years of experience teaching a variety of groups of
people Arts and Crafts, she is currently employed at
NCAD as a Special Needs Learning mentor .
Melissa Tyndall is an artist & educator from Dublin,
based in Wexford. In 2016, Tyndall graduated from NCAD
with a BA(HONS) in Textiles Art & Artefact.
Working with a variety of mediums ranging from
drawing, painting and found materials. She is
currently completing a Professional Master of
Education in NCAD, her work displays an exploration of
materials which are enclosed with irreplaceable
memories.
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Nicole Byrne is an artist and educator based in
Dublin, Ireland and is currently completing a
Professional Masters of Education at NCAD. In 2017
Nicole graduated from NCAD with a Bachelor of Arts
(Honours) in Fine Art Printmaking. Nicole then got
her qualification in Special Educational Needs in
2018.
Timothy Gerard is a Visual Artist, Designer &
Educator originating from South-West Donegal.
Graduating from The Centre for Creative Arts and
Media in 2015 with a Bachelors (Hons) in Design in
Textiles, he interned with Milliner Mark T Burke in
designing Luxury Women's hats at his Studio in
Fitzwilliam Street Upper. He then went on to work in
London prior to commencing the PME in NCAD. Each of
Timothy's collections follows a narrative intrinsic
to his artistic process through specific moments in
time where he creates a serene space to indulge in
calmness

Our initial thought process was evoked through our
individual approach and exploration of the theme
“Moment In Time”
Holly Kirby
Looking at music and
cultural memorabilia
that evokes memories
and nostalgia. Also
exploring the
vulnerability of
elderly people
through objects of
necessity.

Nicole Byrne
The work addresses something that’s left behind like
the marks on the ground and walls, indicating the
foundation of the structure and
the memory left Behind. The
focus is on Re- assigning value
to the overlooked.

Moment in Time
Timothy Gerard
‘You're just a man, it's just what you do.’
An exploration into past male relationships through
nostalgic imagery & text to create a
personal narrative of acknowledgement
& acceptance of both positive &
fatalistic moments in time.

Melissa Tyndall
A reflection on the importance of family,
relationships and my amicable connections. Using
video & photographs to restore a sense of place when
nothing seemed to make sense in that Moment in time.
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Respond
‘COVID-19 has instilled a level of fear and anxiety
in us all. As it has isolated us physically, we have
felt isolated mentally. Yet for many of us, these
feelings are just a small glimpse into what it is
like to be living with anxiety, depression or other
mental health challenges. For many, these issues were
a daily struggle before COVID-19 and they will be
afterwards--perhaps made worse by the pandemic. Male
mental health has been significantly perplexed
beneath the surface’.(Undp)
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Research
The criterion of mental health is not one of
individual adjustment to a given social order, but a
universal one valid for all men, of giving a
satisfactory answer to the problem of human existence
- Erich Fromm

317

There were 317 male deaths by suicide in
2019 compared to 104 female.

-

-

Do you feel there are particular pressures or
cultural expectations of being a man in
Ireland?
What are your thoughts and concerns around
men's mental health in Ireland?

These are the questions we asked on on instagram, out
of 10,221 instagram followers, 8 Responses on
national suicide prevention day .

“We have no data as of yet to indicate there has been
an increase in suicide since Covid-19, but there have
been national surveys illustrating the impact of
Covid-19 on mental health and wellbeing”
- Suicide Prevention Office
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Are we protecting the
male interior or
compartmentalising it?

Mental health: a person’s
condition with regard to
their psychological and
emotional well-being.
"all this pressure seems

A visual commentary on the system of male mental
health, and the lack of services available. The
drawer is an archival structure that represents the
system which contains a system that is not working.

to be affecting his mental
health"

Compartmentalize: divide
317 transparent envelopes for 317 male lives lost by
suicide in 2019. The envelopes represent the
fragility of mental health and how they often enclose
private and confidential information that is not
initially seen by others. Exploring the protection of
information through the materiality of an envelope
and assorting them into a filing system.

1 of 8 responses.

into discrete sections or
categories.
"he had the ability to
compartmentalize his life"

Well-being: the state of
The commonly used Irish ‘ah sure he’ll be grand’
dismissal is incorporated subtly as a lining of the
drawers to furthermore to show the barriers of mental
health. Two of the drawers are suspended from the
ceiling to reflect the weightlessness of the issue.

being comfortable,
healthy, or happy.
"an improvement in the
patient's well-being"
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Artist References
Seamus McGuinness

Mark Dion

21g consists of white
male shirt collars, in
various numbers
according to content
and site. Each collar
weighing on average
21g, the mythical
decline in body weight
at the precise moment
of death. Each single
fragment represents a
young life who died by
suicide. They are
suspended in a space
occupying the “absent
body” at various
heights.
Each collar is sculpted to suggest human form,
individually moulded, refusing to conform to a
uniform shape and each had its own individuality. It
is an abstract representation of young Irish suicidal
death and it continues in its various iterations
according to context and site, to be a social and
cultural probe. It is an artwork that works in
society. - Dr Seamus McGuinness

Dion's practice
consistently questions
the ways in which
public and academic
institutions shape our
knowledge of the world,
his work is often
infused with humour and
irony, but equally with
an earnest concern for
Contemporary ecological
issues. Dion's work
focuses on the politics
of national history
collections,
preservation, and
extinction.

Aleana Egan's art is
predominantly intuitive
and subjective; she
uses simple materials,
assembled or barely
transformed, to create
enigmatic works that
have a restrained tone
and structure.
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Ideas
Protective
Exterior
Organizer
Systematic
Display
Archival
Structure
Object association

We began looking at are personal connections and
experiences as a group with male mental health
through questionnaires and discussions with family
members. We then posed a questionnaire through social
media to see what responses we could get about male
mental health in Ireland.

Object permanence
Collection
Scaffolding

Firstly gathering research/ statistics and personal
objects that represented the ‘well being’ associated
to family members. We then displayed these objects
in a way that articulated a sensitive but
informative representational method of the system of
male mental health in Ireland.
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Create
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Creating the Installation
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Gallery Piece
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